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The grant committee recommended the following grant application for approval:
Red River
TOTAL

$7,500
$7,500

Partial Grant – Hardware

Mark informed the Board of the parishes not recommended to receive a grant award:
Calcasieu (redaction) and St. Martin (2 applications – scanners).
There was discussion regarding St. Martin’s request for scanners and other options
available. There was further discussion regarding redaction and Calcasieu’s grant
request including what redaction capabilities are available through the current
vendor. A motion was made by Jeff Skidmore to approve the grant committee’s
recommendation awarding Red River a partial grant of $7,500 and to reserve for the
next quarter the balance of grants funds available from the current quarter along with
the deferment of Calcasieu’s grant request until the next cycle. The motion was
seconded by Ronny Champlin. MOTION CARRIED.
X.

E-Filing/Selection of Vendor: Debbie Hudnall stated that at the January 15-16, 2019
meeting, the Board had directed both she and Sheri Morris to contact two of the vendors
who submitted proposals for further information: Tyler Technologies and ImageSoft.
The additional information requested from Tyler Technologies had to do with the judges’
que and negotiation of fees. Tyler Technologies responded that their platform does
include a judges’ que and they were willing to adjust fee and further, begin the rebate
back to LCRAA even with those parishes already in contract with Tyler. The additional
information requested from ImageSoft had to do with the fee for the judges’ que being
included in their quote and the additional fee to be returned to LCRAA. ImageSoft was
willing to add the additional fee to rebate to LCRAA.
There was discussion regarding current parishes utilizing Tyler Technologies and
customer service issues. Debbie also reported that she reached out to several other
states who use both vendors. There was further discussion regarding the payment
platform, variance in travel expenses, contract exclusivity and the implementation
timeline of each vendor along with experience on a statewide level.
The Board then revisited the evaluation criteria that were assigned during the previous
interview process in January. After discussion, a motion was made by Mark Graffeo to
award the E-Filing contract to Tyler Technologies. The motion was seconded by Jeff
Skidmore. MOTION CARRIED. Melissa Henry abstained.

